Form WR11: Water Resources Act 1991 (Section 199(1))

Notice of the intention to drill for minerals
Fill in this form to give us notice that you intend to drill for minerals.
Operator’s or organisation’s name
Address of the site where the drilling will be
carried out (Unless we have agreed otherwise
with you, you should provide an Ordnance
Survey map showing the site or area of the
drilling. Outline the site or area in red. The map
must be at a scale of not less than 1:10,000.)

Postcode

Date of the drilling
(Except in emergency, this date must be at
least one month after the date of this notice.)
What work will be carried out?
(Please tick one box.)

(DD/MM/YYYY)

Constructing a borehole or boreholes
Extending a borehole or boreholes

Number of boreholes
(You must provide a plan, at a scale of 1:2,500,
showing the position of each borehole.)
Purpose of the work
(Please tick one box.)




On a separate sheet, numbered 1, provide the national grid reference
(two letters, 10 numbers) for each borehole.
Searching for minerals
Extracting minerals




Give relevant details of the proposed work (for
example, depth, diameter, orientation, method
of construction or extension, strata and casing
details).
If there is not enough space for your answer, provide the necessary information on
a separate sheet numbered 2.
Explain how you will prevent fluid (including
groundwater, brine, gases, natural and
artificial contaminants such as hydrocarbons)
flowing between different aquifer layers or the
surface.
If there is not enough space for your answer, provide the necessary information on
a separate sheet numbered 3.
Explain how you will use and dispose of water
and fluids entering the borehole or boreholes

If there is not enough space for your answer, provide the necessary information on
a separate sheet numbered 4.
Who should we contact about this notice?
Contact’s name and address

Operator



Agent



Professional adviser



Name
Address
Postcode
By signing below, you are confirming that you are authorised to give this notice and
that, as far as you know and believe, the information you have provided is accurate.
Your signature

Date (DD/MM/YYYY)

Send this notice, along with any supporting information, to your local Environment
Agency office.
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